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Christian mortensen age

The Danish-born man was the oldest man on record at the time of his death at the age of 116 (115 years and 252 days, to be exactly). Before his fame, he moved to America at the age of twenty-one and worked in the milk, restaurant and canning industries in Chicago, Illinois. His trivia was vegetarian and teetotaler, and
he boiled his water before drinking it. One of his health deputies was smoking occasional cigarettes. Born thomas Peter Thorwald Kristiansand Mortensen, he grew up in Skarup, Denmark, as the tailor's son. His brief marriage ended in divorce. Giromon Kimura, who was linked in late 2012, died at the age of 116 and 54
days, thus outsmarting Mortensen as the oldest living man in history. Kristian Mortensen, 1882-1998 Thomas Peter Thorwald Kristiansand Ferdinand Mortensen was born on August 16, 1882, in the village of Scarup near the town of Scanderburg on the Great Peninsula on the western side of Denmark known as Jutland.
He was known as Thorwald as a child, but was once known as Kristiansand, who began working as a tailor's apprentice in Scanderburg at the age of 16. Five years later, in 1903, he spent time in America, where he is known as Christian - and, to friends, Chris - ever since. Someone once asked him why he was so
named. He replied, with characteristic good humor, no one liked me, I guess, so they troubled me with a lot of names. I had great pleasure meeting Chris Mortensen in March 1995, when he was 112. I heard about him from some of his colleagues in Denmark who had read his story in a Danish news newspaper. As
researchers familiar with numerous false claims of exceptional longevity, we were quite skeptical at first. There were a handful of documented cases of women living beyond the age of 110 - including a French woman who was almost 120 at the time - but we knew of only one man who lived (verifiable) until the age of
112. All other previous reports of men living beyond this age were -- we believed and still believed -- wrong. My first goal in knowing Chris Mortensen was simply to confirm his age and identity, but we also quickly became friends. Early in our research, we found his birth certificate in the Danish archives. Over a period of
several months, we found more information about his life in census records than both Denmark and the United States. We also found immigration and employment records, all of which seemed to confirm that he was as old as he claimed. Always skeptical, we are looking into the review that he is actually the same person
who noted in these records. So, I asked him a lot of detailed questions about his past, checking his answers against written records whenever possible. His memory of what had happened 80 or 90 years earlier was astonishing! In the end, there was no doubt about his age or identity. And so without question, we know
that Chris died last time. At the age of 115 years and 252 days, it is the oldest man on record in the history of our species. The things I remember most about Chris are his love of cigarettes, his constant and practical approach to life, his strong singing voice even in his final years, his bitter memories of a wife whose
name was almost forgotten and most importantly his sense of humor. He knew he was the oldest man in the world and was proud of that fact. When Jean Calmont died at the age of 122 during August last year, less than two weeks before Chris' 115th birthday, he appeared for several days that Chris might be crowned
the world's oldest person. In any case, he wanted that distinction. When they told her, just two days before she was born, there was a woman in Canada who was about two years older, saying, They did it just to ruin my party! There is no easy answer. Chris broke the mold in many ways. We know that smoking tobacco
reduces the chances of a long life, but Chris loved cigarettes and probably smoked for weeks from when he was 20 until his death. Likewise single men are not supposed to live until married men, but Chris was single almost all his life (probably married for less than 10 years). Chris also had a few social and economic
benefits that might contribute to long life and good health. He had no fantasy college degree or high-status job. He worked as a tailor, as a lactater, and in a factory. He was never rich but famous in the end. He led a simple and somewhat solitary life. There was no expectation that this man would become one of the
oldest in the world. If you asked Chris about the key to his longevity, he would usually respond to something like a good, clean life! He meant to eat well, exercise, take care of yourself and drink a lot of water, of course. It also means smoking casual if that makes you happy. Friends, good cigarettes, drinking lots of good
water, no alcohol, staying positive and singing a lot will keep you alive for a long time, he was quoted as said on his 115th birthday. It still amazes me to think that I had the chance to know someone who was too old to serve in World War I. Life sometimes brings wonders. At his age, death is probably less of a surprise
blessing. However, I felt a real loss since his passing. Thank you, Chris, for the moments we shared! They were very, very special to me, and I will never forget you John Wilmoth April 30, 1998 Home Page for the Danish ornithologist, see Hans Christian Cornelius Mortensen. Look at Chris Mortensen for the American
athlete. Danish supercentenarian and second-longest-time man Christian MortensenDrawing of Christian MortensenBornThomas Peter Thorvald Kristian Ferdinand Mortensenen (1882-08-16)August 16, 1882Skårup, DenmarkDied(1998-04-25)April 25, 1998 (aged 115 years, 252 days)San Rafael, Calif., U.S. First known
man approved to reach the age of 115Second the oldest verifiable man everOldest Danish and Nordic fred was always the oldest living man (January 20, 1994 - April 25, 1998) Christian Mortensen (August 16, 1882 - April 25, 1998) was an American Danish supercentric. [1] When he died, his age of 115 and 252 days
was the longest confirmed lifespan of any man in modern history until December 28, 2012, when Japan's Giromon Kimura oversured the record. Mortensen was the first man to be confirmed to turn 115 (in 1997). Mortensen was baptized at Frewing Church on December 26, 1882. [3] Along with his baptismal record,
other records include the censuses of 1890 and 1901 in Denmark, and church approval in 1896. The biography of Christian Mortensen, the sewing boy, was born in the village of Skorop near the Danish city of Scanderburg on August 16, 1882. At the age of 16, he began working as a tailor's apprentice in Scanderburg in
1898 and later worked as a farm hand. [2] Mortensen's birth record immigrated to the United States in 1903, then was about 20 or 21 years old. While working as a tailor, he traveled but settled in Chicago, where he had relatives. Mortensen worked various deals, including as a lion for The Borden Lion, as a Rastaver, and
as a factory worker for the Continental Con Corporation. He married for less than 10 years, divorced and had no children. hes not rem married . [2] In 1950, Mortensen retired near Galveston Bay, Texas. Then, 28 years later, at the age of 96, he moved into a retirement home in San Rafael, California. [2] Mortensen
claimed to have drove his bike to the Aldersly retirement community, telling staff that he was there to stay. Mortensen lived in Aldersley for almost 20 years until his death in 1998. [2] Mortensen was visited by James Whouple and other lifetime researchers on the occasion of his 113th birthday. He was particularly pleased
with the box of Danish cigars that investigators had brought him. [5] Mortensen enjoyed a casual cigarette and insisted that smoking was not unhealthy in moderation. Mortensen preferred a vegetarian diet. [4] He also drank boiling water. Mortensen was legally blind to the end of his life and spent much of his time in a
wheelchair listening to the radio. [6] Towards the end of his life, his memory of distant events was good, but he could not remember the recent events and increasingly needed the help of al-Dersley's staff. [7] On his 115th birthday, Mortensen gave his advice for a long life: friends, good cigarettes, drinking plenty of good
water, no alcohol, staying positive and keeping a lot of your singing alive for a long time. [4] See also the oldest people listing the oldest people by country's list confirming the oldest shigechiyo Izumi people, considered the oldest man ever until 2011 Jiroemon Kimura, the oldest approved man in history since 2012^
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